Abbott Pentothal Postcards

Code Letters at the base of the vertical line appear on only on 14 divided-back postcards (exceptions in parentheses after code letter)

A = English text to doctors or hospitals in USA (A to Canada for #59 and #155 – possibly in error as #59 and #155 B cards are unreported)
B = English text to doctors in Canada (C to Canada for #178)
C = English text (no salutation) to nurse-anesthetists in USA (B for #178n)
D = French text (C for #59fr)
E = Dutch text (E for #58po, #124gr, and #178ge)
F = Greek, German, or Spanish text (F for #58gr, #74sp, #124ge, and #177ge)
G = Spanish text (G for #124it and #177it)
H = Spanish text (H only for #124sp and #177sp when G = Italian text)
I = not recorded/reportedor
J = Swedish text
K = not recorded/reportedor
L = Portuguese text (only for #124po)
S = Swedish text (only for #178sw)

Abbott cards with code letters at base of vertical dividing line (exceptions to codes above in parentheses):

#58 – Great Britain, Lundy (1962) (E = Portuguese text)
#59 – Great Britain, Wales (A = English text to USA and Canada, C = French text to Quebec)
#74 – Ireland, Emerald Isles and Winding Bays (1961)
#78 – Italy, Università di Bologna (1961)
#94 – Maldives, Juma Mosque (1962)
#112 – Mexico, El Castillo y las Mil Columnas (1961)
#124 – Netherlands Antilles, “Koningin Emma” Schipbrug (1959) (E = Greek text, G = Italian text, H = Spanish text, L = Portuguese text)
#128 – New Zealand, Mt. Egmont (1961)
#140 – Portugal, Belém, Lisboa (1961)
#149 – Singapore, riverfront (1962)
#155 – Spain, Toledo, Bridge of Alcantara (1963?) (A = English text to USA and Canada, C = French text to Quebec)
#159 – Surinam, Governments Plein, Paramaribo (1960)
#177 – USA, Juneau, Mendenhall Glacier (1959) (G = Italian text, H = Spanish text)
#178 – USA, Hawaii, Waikiki beach (1959?) (B = nurse, C = to Canada, E = German text, S = Swedish text)